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Human development is defined in the UNDP's 'Human
Development Reports as the enlargement of the range of
people's choices. It is an extehsion,enlargement and deepening
of the 'now somewhat unpopular basic needs approach.
Thinking'about poverty has evolv~d fromecmlorrtic growth as
the performance criterion' 'to employment, Income distribution,
the informal sector, and'via basic needs to human develo'~merit.
Some basic heeds interpretations have run in terms of
commodity bu'ndles' oi~specific needs satisfactions,' a'nd it has
been said that human development gets away from thi~: In our
book First Things First (Streeten et. al. 1981) we say: "First,
and most importa.nt, the basicrieeds concept is a remiiider that
the objective of the development effort is to provide all hUliiah
beings with the opportunity for a full life. In the past two
decades, those concerned with 'developmen't' have sometimes got
lost in'the intricacies ofmeans. ..'.and lost sight of the end. They" .
came near to being 'guilty, tqborrow a term from Marx, "of'
'commodity fetishism''', ."Oppdrtunity" is near iil' meaning to :'
Amartya Sen's "functioning" and "capability"; We tried 'hard to
get away from the detached objects, people happen to 'p6sses~1' ';
and to emphasize the end: peopl'e's' full live's. 'r Ii

- -?
", I ; • . : (',: !

:.. 'i: ,~'.- - -. : ,',' ~I(~ .~. ~. ; ~

"'The author' is renowned development economist and Professor of Economics, at the
University ofOxf"rd,

1 Sudhi,' Anand and Mill'ti n Ravall ion (1992) criticize the baHic need approach fc!)', being
~till "firmly centered on commodity possession" (pp,135-136),
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Amattya Sen's analysis has been in terms of
"capabilities" and "functionings," and of neither satisfactions
nor commo~ities.2 Sen goes beyond the analysis of the
commodities in terms of their characteristics (a shirt serves

'I

*armth and decoration, and if drip-dry saves ironing), which
consumers value, and analyses the characteristics of the
consumers; whether they have the capability to make use of
commodites. The same amount of food has a different
significanc~. according to whether the consumer is healthy or
-has parasite~ in her stomach (in which case the basic needs of
the worms Ijather than of the consumer are met); according to
the rate of metabolism, the age, sex, size and work load of the
consumer; according to the climate, according to whether she is
pregnant or Jactating, according to whether the consumer has
acquired through education the knowledge of how to prepare
the food 'nutritiously, and according to whether she needs the
food for other uses than her own consumption, such as
entertainment or ceremonies.

Sen also argues that human development cannot be
judged only by end-states, and that the freedom to choose
between different options is an important component of well-
being: A given commodity bundle has a different significance to
the consumer according to whether she has other options,
, though she does not exercise them, or whether that same
bundle is the only one available. There is a difference between
a starving pauper, a fasting monk and Gandhi on hunger
strike, which is not reflected in the low calorie intake of all
three. Only the starving pauper lacks capability. But Sen's
capabilities cannot be observed, while achievements can. If
failure of achievement is voluntary, it is acceptable. But some

2Amartya Sen, (1984, 1985, 1987).
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authors (like Frances Stewart)3 have argued that it is better to
separate freedom of choice and look at poverty in terms of

I observable achievements. In this sense, all three are deprived.
Sen lumps achievement and freedom of choice together in
."capability," which mayor may not be exercised.

Happiness, as experienced by the individual, is not what
,human development can aim at or is mainly about. Not only
Ican happiness not be delivered by the government;4 people may
;be miserably poor and yet be contented. Anita Brookner in one
:her novels tells of a woman who was so modest, she did not
leven presume to be unhappy.5 And Susan Minot in her novel
IFolly .writes "not only did she not think of making certain
choices herself, she' was competely unaware of having the desire
to do so." Indian women report much less being ill than Indian
men.6

Human development goes beyond basic needs in that it
fs concerned with all human beings, not only the poor, not only
:poor countries, not only basic needs. Human development
applies to the advanced, industrial countries, as much as to
middle-income and low-income countries.

The indicators for the advanced countries are, of course,
different though, alas, to John Kenneth Galbraith's complaint
~bout private affluence amid public squalor has been added in~ .

3:FrancesStewart (1993).
4IKeynes proposed the toast to the Royal Economic Society: "to economics and
tliConomists, who are the trustees, not of civilization, but of the possibility of
C)viIization."
6Anita Brookner (1989).
6ln the film of Edith Wharton's The Age of Innocence Newland Archer, seeing the
futility of creating a soul mate of his wife, says, "There's no point in liberating some-one
who does not realize she is not free." Not everyone would agree. 2\gainst people' self.
perception being above their real situation, Jodha (1988) found that people whose
iAcome had declined, felt themselves better off by criteria of independenqe, especially
f~ompatrons, mobility, security and self.respect.

I
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msr)f9~~J'&~fe,~~ollntrie1?that of priva.te,¥f1U,ence am.i~!pr~vate,
sqR,a~qrri.&}Ylalkthrough the streets of New Yor~_or London
pr~vJ~pj?l.,}~I~F>,of,evip.ence .. B.~t 0l1ce nearlyJOQ per cent
lit,~Fa~~rl~eJk,a~~ra.gelifee~pectancy of, 78 .year.~.we ~eached,
there is not rhuchto d.istinguish on~ a~,:"aJ?~edCOUl1tryfrqm
another. Yiears of schooling have been included in the indicator

fO)Hrl~uFo~ig?Lqf, th~, ,J:I~man Dex~~opwe!1t~~po~t,s,; as a
differentiating characteristic between, say, Britain. and. the
US~.O,OVl}J,;C<' ; . , . '" J "C' .', <,,,
'{sm ::lqo9q :", ',: .• , L.
9f10 eH '19[::,'1\,(\ i .
tOft i~Hd.bi~ :f.\.na.nd;and Am~tya Sen hav~ suggested the

diy~~i8R.pJdag, svuntriet? into tl?-ree,g't:oup~; low, Il}edium,and
hi~}tB!~~L~I:~19Lihumflndeve~oPP1ent) Fqr countries \yithi a lo~
vall1~dB,~~:m~~~develop~ent th~ basic HDlcan b~ used to rank' .'
thTj,nfJp.e.rf&m}a.~c~;,"F,orcQuntries wi~l?-"a m~diuw .value of
human development Anand and Sen add one supplementary
indicator to each of the three basic variables, life expectancy,
lit~f~~i;jl1ft4~Bf5)~fqpf per head. In the .1011~~,vi~~;~at.egorythey
ad~lhW~u!}:W,?r(,cl~ildl11~rta.lity,(under, age 5); ;}?~~11~~.4HSa.~i;on
category the), add secondary school enrolment; and. in theJC1::trr".{o18V'}\: ,~. .,,',... . . ... ",' . C' ..•.. ».', ',"

income category they add the incidence of income poverty ,in
. OJ 81'< no' i •(\ " ,.' •,••..' .. ., ';,' " .,...."

the cou;"try:"" .'

,92iI16grh~0~mrries.'fith ar.i~~ leve,l ,of ,~'tm~"d~ye!~~ment
th1ili~~\~CI~bf;U;I~her.,suppl~men~cu:yind<~cator.~0;th~;.~)y9fl~~eady .
existing, in each .category in the medium group. To the survivaL,

fIr D:..•DUS n~:!'.":" .' .... ;. : . .' .. ' . ", ..•.,..... ',"'"

llongevitYJ category they add the maternal mortality rate; to
the education category they add tertiary enrolment;a.rid~o the '

b.rr~ H:.'li!lPn.<y-)~, '--' •. \:'. ,'"",', -' • ~-~. j"

incpnle \(>c~t~gory they add Gini coefficient-corrected. mean
national income, i.e. GDP per head multiplied by, (1-G). The
follo\vin~g~,.ta~leillustratesthe new additions. "

Ult\I'~~':iic::~~t~J:'- ," ,"

,'\1••11 '.1'1""''1 >.
9Ro.d'i.; ~1I{Jn~.!,~!' ;' ;,,1

_ yl(ni',,'i"'~ ,,".I.:'};',
IAnl,nd and Sen (1993).
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Human
'Development Low
Level.

Medium High

Human
Developmenf
Indicatot.s
h

1,1 Life expectancy 1,1 Life expectancy
1,2 Under',S mortality

1,1 Life expect.
1,2 Under.S m.
1,3 Maternal mor'.

,.

J,

2.1 Adult litenlcy. 2.1 Adult l,ite.racy
2.2 Secondar'y School

; '1:. .enrolment

2.1 Adult literacy
2.2 Sec. sch. em'o!.
2.3 Tel'fial'}; em'o!.

~._ I

, ,"

3.1 Log ofGDP
i pel' head' u'p to
inter'national
povel'ty line "

3.1 Log ofGDP

3.2 Incidence of.
poverty,

3.1 Log of GOP
per head up to
intel'national
poverty line

3.2 Incid. of pov
3.3 Ginj,cot't',
mean N.I.

,
A~ditional indicators of shortfalls from human

development,sho~ld, be looked for elsewhere in the high human
development coun~ies: i.n homelessness, drug addiction, crime
rates, Divorce rates and suicide rates are 'more controversial.
They can be regarded as indicating more options and therefore
positive achievements, particularly suicides of terminally ill
elderly patients. 'On the other hand, they may be regarded as
signs of the breakdown of the social fabric of a society, R lallure
-of upholding what some regard as the moral values of the
family'or the sanctity of life ..

A shorthand way of describing human development is a
variation of Abraham Lincoln's definition of govermnent, It is
development of the people, for the people, by the people. Of the
people implies adequate income genei:ation through jobs and
the generation of primary incomes; for the people -implies social
services for those who need help and the generation ot
,', •.• J
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secondar,y incomes; and bY the people means participation. It
courd '¥sp,ie interpreted as the economic, social and political
dimensiopl'f development.

The move from income to welfare or utility, to chosen
bundles~f goods and services, to characteristics of these goods
ap.d setV.ices, to needs that they meet, and finally to the
enlargem.ent of choices, has enriched our understanding. The
enlargement of choices of one section of the community should
not be at! the expense of the legitimate choices of another. This
has two important implications: first in equity, so that one
person's enlargement does not encroach on that of others; and
second over time, so that our present choices:do not encroach on
the choices of future generations, or what has come to be
known as sustainability. This concern for the future should.
cover not only the physical epvironment -- raw material
exhaustion without technical substitution and pollution -- but
also' resilience to outside shocks, debt, and political
sustaillability.

Both equity and sustainabilityraise complex and
difficult questions, not discussed here. "To each according to his
or her ... II Filling in the dots is highly controversial: needs,
merit, desert, contribution? Sustainability must refer to the
constitu~nts, not to the determinants of well-being. But
maintairiing the constituents of the well-being of future
generations depends on population growth, and on changes in
technology and in preferences, all uncertain.

A1human development strategy stresses the importance
of instit'utions for improving the human condition. Among
these arE:!not only the government, central and local, both as an
agent to. make markets work efficiently and to step in where
they fail, and the market, but also th~ civil society and global
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institutions. Civil society refers to democratic political
processes, NGOs, grassroots organizations, religious and
professional associations, action groups, the news media, and
the public at large. It is in the interaction between the state
and civil society that the conditions for the good life should be
found. Global institutions are needed in order to curb the
occasionally destructive and self-destructive tendencies of the
state and to assert the values shared by all humanity.

The item in the UNDP's Human Development Reports
(1990, 1991, 1992, 19993, and 1994) that has caught the public's
eye and caused most controversy is perhaps analytically the
weakest: it is the Human Development Index. It is clear that
the concept of human development is much wider and richer
than what can be caught in any index or set of indicators. This
is true of other indicators, such as those of temperature, also.
But, it might be asked, why try to catch a vector in a single
number?

Yet, such indexes are useful in focusing attention a..Tld
simplifying the pl'oblem. They have considerable political
appeal. They have a stronger impact on the mind, draw mflr8
powerfully public attention, than a long list of many indicators,
combined with a qualitative discussion. They are eye-catching.
The strongest argument in their favour is that they show un
the inadequacies of other indexes, such as GNP, and thereby
contribute to an intellectual muscle therapy that helps us to
avoid analytical cramps. They can serve as mental finger
exercises. They refocus our attention from one set of items to
others, in the case of the HDI to the social sectors: nutrition,
education and health. But it should be remembered that human
development is a much richer concept than what can be caught
in any index, whether GNP or HDI.
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, .•difoq T~E1J.JI.!\l;manDevelopment Index ,compnses. (1) the
J?~aJ~th.~iRf~GI>.P per hea~, calculated at the real purchasing
'P9tW,~!lDn-,9ttlL~xchamge rQtes, up to t4e international pover;ty
)in~;~~WsH9~~.qll~ntReports;;tfter that of 1990 this was .modified
)P.b\)~~qp~ ..[~ay,~>.;:(2)literacy rates (and, since the 1991 Report,
:\m,e~lrHy~ar?df3~~,hooling);and (3) life expectancy at birth. These .
,~.i,sp.¥!}.~~,ii~gm~iare brought. to a common denominator by
counptng .~h~t;ildi.stance between the best and the worst
performers and thereby achieving a ranking of countries.
;Cnit-ics ,haveqsaid that not only. are the weights of the three
cdmpopeiits (~bitrary, but also what is excluded, and what is
,incllidedt.j' LiR',

;ll 'iJ;~)b;.-i t1 ./
+)i:'I b&,l? o/~.Jhave.seen, one of the great drawbacks of average

jnqom~I)R~nl!X~~qjs that it i~ an average ,that can conceal.great
,iD~qV.£iJJ1Hie~~p12-"itmay be objected, the components of the

. -,Uj\l,m8}} rJP~&.eJ9pment Index, namely iife expectancy and
literacy, aJ"ealso averages. They can conceal vast discrepancies
between men and women, boys and girls, rich and poor, urban
LandJru11abresid_erits,different ethnic or religious groups.

!oq !)'iJftJ')i.: "

Wi vHr8e"l!1P~,has in fact been illuminatingly disaggregated
.:bYU9~)}:fJrnegip..•.11.,.: and ethnic groups for a few countries, -where

..•. " .

~.t}tR:}}Y,>~l:g'J.!v~.iJable.The HDI has also been adjusted for sex-
9.isp.~A~i~s'lm~,~~.~isdonein the following. way. First, the HDI
r~~r)s!ngbi's,;a,pj)lsted by expressing the female values of each
(qomPQ.t.{~.ntQfdthe, index as a .percentage of the male value.
/J'!t,~P.eIiP..e.r~gpff~gesare calculated separately for income,
edy.~f!f1ioltall~.tt?-inment and life expectancy and then averaged.
,';l1A~iq9.l1J}trSI~$.}generaIHDIis then multiplied by. this factor to
;yie.Igll)i.~g,~-(H~P?I'ity-adjustedHDI figure. This procedure makes
,~a:,..;q9));:;t~~rahie.i.differenceto the rankings of countries. Japan
moves down .from 3 to 19, Canada from 1 to 9, Switzerland from
2 to 17, and Hong Kong from 22 to 30. On the other hand,
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Sewden moves up from 4 to 1, Denmark from 15 to 4, Finland
from.16 to 3, and New Zealand from 18 to 8.

Disaggregation by categories is also possible.
Disaggregation by income groups, by residence (urban, rural),
by e~hnic group, by region and by continent can all be (lone.
The Human. Development Report 1993 disaggregated the HDI
for a small group of countries by et:ry.nicgroups.

The are, however, several reasons why even non-
disaggregated and non-sex-disparity-adjusted human indicators
are less m~sleading than income per head.

First, the distribution of literacy and life expectancy is
much less' skewed than that of income. There is a maximum of
100percentliteracy. Inspit~ of?ll ~heachievements of modern

i medic~ne, the m~ximum ,life span h,as not been extended. For
incom~,on the other hand, the sky is,the limit. A very few very
high income earners can raise the average. (The median or the
mode would eliminate some of the distortions, but they are not
normally available.)

Second, therefore, the average of the human indicators
tells us something ~qout the distribution. There cannot be high
averages 'Yith too many people not participating. Since the non-
poor have access to public services before. the poor, reductions in
infant plortality, etc. are indications of improvements for the
poor. For life expectancy the average is actually better than a
figure corrected for distribution between men anq women. This
is ,sobecause it is easier to extend the life expectancy of females
than of males, if we start from the same life expectancy.8

HS"" Anand and Sen (1993).
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Third, any upward move in a hum~m indicator can be
regarded; as an improvement. Some might object if only the
literacy of boys or the life expectancy of men is increased, but
unless it can be shown that such increases worsen the fate of
girls and women, by, for example, increasing the ability and
desire to oppress them, to object would smack of envy and bitch-
in'-the-manger attitudes. (The social and ecomomic returns on
educating girls are, however, likely to be greater than those on
educating boys.)

There is evidence that discrimination against women is
greater, the lower their level of education. In this case, an
equal improvement in everybody's education reduces anti-
female bias.

Fourth, whereas high incomes of some can cause relative
deprivation in others, this is not true for human indicators. If
anything, the benefits in the health and education of anybody
benefits the whole community .

.
Fifth, international income gaps, whether relative or

absolute, may be inevitably widening, but to aim at reducing
international gaps in human indi"ators is both sensible and
feasible. In fact, looking at development in human terms
pI:esents a more cheerful picture than in income terms. Since
1960 average life expectancy has increased by 16 years, adult
literacy by 40 per cent, nutritional levels by over 40 per cent,
and child mortality rates have been halved. The international
gap; unlike that in income per head, has closed. While average
income p~r head in the South is 6 per cent of that in the North,
life expectancy is 80 per cent, literacy 66 per cent and nutrition
85 per cent.

--~-
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Sixth, human indicators show the troubles of over-
development or, better, mal-development, as well as those of
under-development. Diseases of affluence can kill, just as the
diseases of poverty. Income, on the other hand, does not show
up the destructive aspects of wealth.

Seventh, indicators that measure impact rather than
inputs distinguish between goods and anti.bads (regrettable
necessities) which bring us back to zero. Unnecessary food
requirements arising from unwanted pregnancies and feeding
children that die; or from long walks to collect water and fuel;
or from excess work or from efforts to walk between
unconsolidated plots or looking for work; for urban dwellers
high housing and transport costs.

Eighth, and most important, there is considerable
political appeal in a simple indicator that identifies important
objectives and contrasts them with other indictors. It draws the
attention of policy.makers to the social sectors.

The great philosopher Immanuel Kant wrote in his
Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals: "So act
as to treat humanity, whether in thine own person or in that of
any other, in every case as an end, never as means only."

This is a very clear guideline. We certainly have to use
others as means, and do so all the time. How else would we get
our mail delivered, our food cooked, our cars serviced, our
articles published? The whole division of labor is based on using
other human beings as means. But Kant said "never as means
only" This may be regarded as too minimal a requirement. If
we occasionally nod or smile at our otherwise ruthlessly
exploited slave, does that fulfill the condition of treating him
not as means only? Still, in spite of the imprecision, we know
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whaitKint(VJas driving at. It might serve as the motto for those
-concethed with human development.

i'- ti j :"J) , _ j f i .."[ "
, i:; ,;c,rfIMI1).~I!;developmentPl,lts people back at centre stage,

after decades in which a. maze of technical concepts had
obscured this fundam~ntal vision. This is not to say that
techn:i"Cill'analyses should be abandoned. Far from it: But we
shoul'dTn'everl.1osesight of the ultimate purpose of the exercise,

'to:' tn~mt~'~meh"'a'nd women as ends, to improve the human
conditidnv tOl'enlarge people's choices.

r r3W!:.HiHumanbeings are both ends in themselves and means of
pr,Qgu<iti<)n.d.i.f;here,are six reasons why we should promote
human developnent and poverty eradication.

--.,.',n~,hr:BiI.'st,~ndabove all, it is an end in itself, that needs no
,fUljthe,rdjlstification.
'~,r_J ;"~~'iI.G''tb ,:1'{~j":.:),

Second, it is a means to higher productivity. A well
nourished, healthy, educated, skilled, alert labor force is the
mosti important iproductive asset. This has been widely
recQgniz~~d,:tliQughit is odd that hondas, beer and television are
ioften,Jaccepted,without questioning as final consumption goods,
while "n,ytrition,l' education and health services have to be
justified on grounds of their productivity. '

'->;,".1' o.t ~~~7B{J,",<Lrli!)~

!l'1{ ISnhird,1W'reduceshuman reproductivity, by lowering the
Qesi:t;'~9:JfamilYF-size.This is generally regarded as desirable. It is
'par:adQxical "thab a policy that -reduces infant mortality and
raises 2.ihealth'j"standards generally should lead to' - lower
'j>opulatiOIi:grcow,th.One might think that more survivors mean
Dlorerimouths'vto ,feed. But evidence shows that people try to
.over~~nsuretliemselves against infant deaths, and that reduced
child deathsilead to lower desired family size. It is-true that
there is a time lag of about two decades between falling child
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nmrtality and lawer fertility rates. But other components af the
human develapment strategy; such as better and langer
educatian af girls, pay aff saaner in smaller families.

;., Faur~h; human develapment is 'gaod far the physical
enviranment. The paar axe,bath a' cause (thaugh riat as large a
cause ~s the rich) and the main victim a'f enviranmental
degradation. 'Deforestation, desertification and soil erosion are
reduced' with. paverty reduct6n.The impact af' papulatian
grawth :.and papulation density 'an"the enViranment is mare'
cantroversiaLThe canventio'rial vieW is that itis~'detrimentaI.
Hawever, recentrese'arch "has shawn that rapid (thaugh nat
accelerating) ,papulatiangrawth and "high papulatian'density
(particularly, if cambined with secure 'land rights) can: be gaod
far,!terracing, soil conservation," and forests. 'Mote people' in' .
Guniea- have meant mare, nat fewer'trees;' In Nepal increaied'
erosian was the result of depapulatian; terraces cauld riot be'
maintained far lack af peaple; In the Kakagema District in
Kenya ( the density af' tre~s :' varies' 'with' . th~ 'density af
papulation~ A study'af the Machakds District in Keriya fou~d a

~ . , .• ' 1 _. ,.., ,',. , :- 40'. _ ~ , '. " , , •. l,,' \... (

fivefald'increase iri populatioJl: assaci~ted with a shift'from a
highly degradihg to.a much mare stistairiable'agriculture9. '

.'. :

,Fifth; .reduced' paverty 'cantributes to a 'healthy' civil
saciety,' I democracy; and gTeatersaCial stability. China' has .
witnessed' a r,apidreductiart in paverty, while maintaiiling an' .
autacracy,' but the call far 'freedam cannot be' suppressed for
long .

. ;,:.Sixth; it has political appeal, far it may reduce civil
disturbances and increase palitical stability, thaugh. this will
depend on the relatian between aspiratians and material

.,
91 am ind",bted to R ••bel't Charnb"'l's(1993) fOl' this information', His paper al,:;o:cr~~~'ai~s
a li;:;t of ;:;OUI'ce~on this "u~ject. ' . ' " ,
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improvements. If aspirations move too far ahead of
improvements, this may lead to political instability.

Lroking at the fIrst two reasons, I will call those who
stress t,he means or productivity aspect, with a strong emphasis
on income and production, the human resource developers (an
extreme form of whom are the human capitalists who adopt the
human capital approach), and I will call those who stress the
end aspect the humanitarians. At fIrst blush, there appears to
be a unity of ,interest between the human resource developers
and the humanitarians. Although their motives are different,
both have the same cause at heart, and they should embrace
each other, for example, when it comes to promoting education.
Means are means towards ends, which presumably are the
same ends in both camps. This harmony of interests is
reinforced by the widespread notion that "all good things go
together. "10

This unity of interests would exist if there were rigid
links between ecomomic production (as measured by income per
head) and human development (reflected by human indicators
such as life expectancy or literacy, or by achievements such as
self-respect, not easily measured). But these two sets of
indicators. are not very closely related. Sri Lanka with an
income per head of $ 500 enjoys a life expectancy of 71 years,
while Oman, with an income of $ 6,700 has a life expectancy of
only 66 years. South Africa's income is 2,010 but her life
expectancy only 55 years. Adult literacy is lower in Saudi
Arabia than in Sri LanKa, in spite of an income per head fifteen
time as high. Jamaica's infant mortality rate is one quarter
that of Brazil, while its income is only one half. Life expectancy

l<Thus Jere R. Behrman writes about better nutrition among the poorer members of
society "That productivity and equity concerns are in harmony is an important plus."
<Behrman, 1993, pj 749).
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in Costa Rica is 75 years at an income of $ 1,600. A child born
in Harlem in New York City has a lower life expectancy than
one born in Bangladesh, one born in the District of Columbia,
the. capital city of one of the richest countries in the world, than
one born in Sri Lanka. There are many other similar
discrepancies, even though the correlation between ecomomic
iand human indicators is quite high for all countries.

; A lot of these discrepancies are, of course, due to
Idifferent income distributions. Average income per head can
[conceal great inequalities. But there are other reasons too. The
icontent and access to social services varies, particularly in poor
icountries, and different ratios devoted to basic education and
'preventive primary health services, are also important.

Nor is there agreement on policies between human
,resource developers and humanitarians. Means have a way of
acquiring the characteristics of ends to which those who
:sponsored the initial ends do not subscribe.ll The following
Iseven points of difference are not based on the unity of logic but
lare comparable to the unity of psycological traits in different
ipersonalities.
I

First, humanitarians are concerned also with the
lunproductive, the lame ducks, the unemployables: the old,
!infIrm, disabled, chronically sick. As Sudhir Anand and
I "

!Amartya Sen (1993a, 1993b) have pointed out, these people
[suffer from a'double disadvantage: they face greater difficulties
lin earning income, and in converting income into well-being.
i

There may be a bonus for the community looking after
ithem, if not for higher productivity, at least for reduced

I1Some of the differences are due to the fact that one group attaches end values to what"
fo," the other gJ"OUP are pure means. The humanitarians may attach such value to
r",.ti';'''tion.
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repFotlJdti;V,ity.Tfparents know that the community will care
fot;.ftHenPiFthey become disabled or infirm, an iinporhintcause
of,fth~J"desife" for large families, and' particularly' many sons,
dispp~'afst:WJ1his',will also reduce the discrimination against
felfri'ales:;~btit.\thesebenefits are incidental.
'kHH,\L,VV,

Second, the ability to convert means into ends, resources
into worthwhile or satisfying activities, varies widely between
differthit\ people. As we have seen, even such a oasic good as
fo6'di:)niee'~theneeds of nutrition differently accorq.ing to
diff~i!Emt('eifcumstances .

.rHih fDliird,",the resource or means approach lends itself to
treating individuals as passive "targets", the approach that
sees thetn ,as ends regards them as active, participating agents.
Adli'€fents{df'thelatter approach 'would be more reluctant to
tall{ ofJ"bfrgef groupsi, for polIcies, and would appeal more to
pe6pHfs fU'll~lactiveparticipation.

~~ni'lr,,; 10'1,;;; ,

Jud ~:F;gtiith;,thecontent of their educational curriculum (and
health/i.piogramme) is different. One will' aim at general
education and learning for its own sake, and for understanding
the world, while the other will be more vocational, aiming at
triiiHngfIj(ihchiding training for flexibility) rather than
edJcktioil? 'S:;' ,

bru',' t, fll) ni\.
9Iqo!Ejfth;:Jltheir view orithe role of wOnlemwill differ, one

stressihg,iTlie 'equity and social justice aspects, the other the
efficieIJ,cy.c(irLproductivity aspects of removing diScriniination
against wOmen. The former will advocate access to the labor
ma:rl?~t, ,:tl1~:llattel:will 'stress the nurturing functions: breast-
feeB.iTIg!lpi-epa'hrig'meals, and looking after the family. Martha
Nussbaum cites a story told by Plutarch. Three Spart~m women

,fUf!W ;,1 ~''9L1li.pt tw ' I' " . ' • ' .. '" .,'

weI;~~beil1g'isoldas slaves., Their captors asked them what they
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had learned to do. The fIrst replied, "How to manage a
household well." The second said, "How to be loyal." The third
said, "How to be free." The replies raise the question whether
there is a separate women's sphere or whether freedom and
autonomy are to be aimed atBut all three are slaves, anyway.
And the third, Plutarch reports, commits suicide.l2

Those who advocate women's freedom and the abolition
of discrimination on grounds of efficiency and productivity will
welcome the benefIts for men also, because they are engaged in
positive-sum game. On the other hand, those who are concerned
with women's rights as an end, as equity and social justice, will
advocate policies that reduce the benefits to men and involve
sacrifices by them. Men's support for the policies will tend to be
different according to which aspect is stressed.

Sixth, their sectoral priorities will be different, housmg
being least connected with raising production,13 education
most, with nutrition and health somewhere in the middle.

Seventh, the constituencies to which they appeal for
support will also be different. The human resource developers
appeal to mainstream economists, bankers,14 including the
World Bank,15 and technocrats; the humanitarians to the

i churches, NGOs, action groups, idealists and moral philsophers.

The approach that sees nutrition, education and health
as ends in themselves rather than means to higher productivity
will argue for projects and progammes that enhance these ends,

: 12Mat,tha Nussbawn, (1986).
13-rhe Soviet Union, howevel', did keep housing scarce and used its allocation to attract
worker" to area" where they wel'e needed fOl' the plan.
1
4
Keynes (1931) "aid of hankers "Lifelong practices .. make them the most romantic and

least rellli"tic of men." But this does not seem to apply to this area.
15the WOI.ld Bank's Wodd Development Repot-t 1993 on health has the sub.title

i "In ,esting in Health," as if good health had to show economic retw'ns higher than the
cost of capital. What if the retUl'ns to investment in health m'e zero?
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even when conventionally measured rates of return on these
investments turn out to be :rero. It amounts to standing the
conventional approach on its head, or rather back on its feet
again.

A separate index covers aspects of human freedom and
human rights, clearly an important aspect of human
development. For life expectancy and literacy could be quite
high in a well-managed prison. Basic physical needs are well
met in a zoo. China shows remarkable progtess' on human.
developmentbut without freedomand human rights.

Should the freedom index be integrated into the Human
Development Index? There are some arguments in favour, but
the balance of arguments is probably against. First; it might be
said that freedom is so important (and, opportunity costs apart,
costless) that no trade-off should be possible between its loss

r
and gains in some of the other indicators.16 Secondly"political
conditions are much more volatile than changes in education
and health. Once a mother knows ~he importance df education
for her children, or of hygienic behaviour, this knowledge is not
lost even when incomes drop. So human indicators tend to be
fairly stable. Political indicators, on the other hand, can change
over night with a political coup. A third argument against
aggregating freedom with the positive. aspects Of humart
development is that grading is more subjective arid le~teliabl~
than measuring life expectancy'or literacy.

. (

Finally, one of the most interesting questions is how
freedom is related to human development mQ~ narrowly
interpreted, or how negative and positive rights or freedom are
associated. This can be done only if they ara recorded by'

l&rhiR objection could be mitigated by using a ge~tnetrical rather than an arithmetic.
average. With a zero weight for freedom, the total index becomes zero, however high
the other components. .
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separ~te indexes, not components of the same.17 Thus we might
formulate a hypothesis, to be tested by the separate figures,
that .freedom, though not a necessary condition of human
development, is entirely consistent with it even at quite low
levels; and that human development, once it has reached a

I certain stage, leads inevitably to the call for freedom by the
people.18Here is a message of hope.
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INFORMAL SECTOR SELF-EMPLOYMENT
GENERATION IN PAKISTAN: CONSTRAINTS

AND PROSPECTS

By

Khalid Aftab*

,Introduction

It is well known that planners' faith in employment
! generation as a key element in overall development is based on
! the view that this is an effective means of poverty alleviation,
! reduction in mcome inequalities and raising productivity in the
economy. Since the 19808 the development plans of the

i developing countries, particularly of the Asian region, have
i incorporated self-employment generation as an important
:national objective. In recent years the emphasis has focused
more on the need for and the scope of informal sector self-

I employment. [ISSE] (1)

While the importance for self-employment generation in
Pakistan is acknowledged, the potential share of the informal
isector in the total appears to be overblown; hence the need for
irealiStiC assessment of the prospects of ISSE generation in the
!light of empirical evidence. We attempt to identify the real

,*The authOi i~ Pt'ofe~~OI' of Economics and currently Principal, Government College,
iLahore,
11Informal sector is distinctly characterized by:(1) informal ol'ganizadonal structUl'e; (2)
Ilack of acces~ to ioputs provided through official channels; (3) shortage of reSOUl'ces
i(physical, financial, manpowerl and (4) limited access to market,

21
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factors without which sufficient self-employmentcreation in the
informal sedor wouldbe impossible.

This paper has three parts. Part-I consists of
int:r,oduction.Part-II identifies the major bottlenecks of the
policy of informal sector self-employment generation. The last
section (IPart-III) lists the prospects. and suggests
recommendations for self-employmentpromotion in Pakistan.

II: EMPLOYMENT PLANNING: EIGHTH PLAN
TAItGi:'FS AND CONSTRAINTS

The 8th plan provides the medium term framework for
solving the unemployment problem of Pakistan. According to

. .
the',Plan, the. total jobs needed during 1993-98are 7.38 millions
(Table:4).

Table .1
(MILLION)

Unemploy,mentbacklog at the beginning of the PlaIi 1.93
Increase iillabour force 5.45
Number ofpeople seeking jobs during 8th plan 7.38
Additional Employment generated by planned growth 5.72
Net overseas migration 0.50
Number oljobs to be created during the 8th Plan 6.22
Unempl()y;mentby the end of 8th plan 1.i6
Unemployment Rate by the end of 8th Plan 3.0

Of those seeking jobs will include 400,000 pre-
matricula~es, 260,000 matriculates and intermediate degree
holders, and 50,000graduates ---all looking for soft government
jobs. .

kal ,
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The plan envisages a number of initiatives to deal with
the task. Government intends to create 327,000 jobs of
community workers, paramedics, teachers, and other

, pt:ofessionals to accommodate a part of the unemployed
workforce. All said, there exists a big gap between the planned

I job creation and the demand for these. The 8th plan proposes a
number of measures for bridging this gap.

First, it is planned that a combination of high GNP
growth rate(7.0% per annum) and reduced population growth
rate through effective population control will reduce the
pressure on the need for additional jobs.

In reality we observe that since the last year of the 7th
Plan which registered only 2.3% growth, the economy has
maintained much lower than the planned growth: it was 3.9%

, in 1993-94 and the"current year's (1994-95) growth is less than
5.0%. It is worth mentioning that though the average annual
growth rate of 7th plan period (1988-93) was also lower (5.0%)

I. than the target of 6.5%, it has dropped considerably since 1992-
93 "due to internal and ext~rnal factors. On the other hand,
there is no rel,ief in sight from the high population growth rate.
Hence the expected reduction in the increasing demand for jobs
in this period is not likely to occur.

The planners predict that policy reforms in energy,
physica,l infrastructure and social sectors have set process in

I motion that will fill the existing structural demand-supply gaps
and thus allow achievement of higher growth rate. If GNP
growth rates be any indicator, this turnabout has not been
ta~en by the economy ~ far.
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The planners believe that if the GDP growth rate
reacYre~sthe target by the end of 1998.1 and appropriate policies
are. instituted to encourage labour-intensive, export-oriented
growth, we could create 5.72 million jobs to absorb the
un~:rl1ployea through planned growth. But have we instituted
theapprophate policies that would promote labour-intensive
growth? The answer is, no.

On the contrary, we observe a clear bias toward capital
intefisi;ve a'griculture to increase output of higher value-added
crops. Thisi trend is further strengthened by the falling land-
labour ratio as rapidly growing population is fast adding to the
prel?sure oli arable land. Hence the prospects of job creation in
agriculture' sector shall remain at best limited.

The' apprehension is that the economic policies adopted
undet'Strtictural Adjustment Facility are likely to increase
capital intensive bias of manufacturing investments. The pro-
tradeibias: of the macro policies is particularly expected .to
strengthen, this trend, thus leaving limited scope for job
creation.

JOB GR~.t\TION THROUGH SELF-EMPLOYMENT

So the gauntlet is thrown down to the small scale
infol1n).als(;!ctorto create additional jobs for the large army of
the unem~loyed. The planners hope that somehow the ever
inctga~ing!junemployed labour will find ample opportunities of
self-emploMment in this sector.

Various studies have shown that informal sectors'
growth al1d employment creation capacity depends on a
combinatio'n of factors viz. qUalIty of education, availability of

lAchievement 'Oftargeted gl"Owth rate of 7.0~ by end 1998 would require GDP growth
r,)te 6f9;Q% p.a:. or more for the la~t three years of the Plan, which is a tall order.
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technical manpower, access
services and promotion
institutional support.2

Khalid Aftab

to finance, access to technical
of entrepreneurship through

The 8th Plans' heavy reliance on the informal sector for
employment creation is subject to a number of other planned
initiatives viz., (a) expansion of infrastructurnal facilities, (b)
deregulation and liberalization of economy, (c) fiscal and
financial incentives for this sector, (d) promotional programmes
like better education and skills development, and (e) provision
of common facilities and marketing arrangement.

A review of planned reforms and the actual conditions
on the ground should allow us to assess the prospects of success
in this regard. We focus attention only on the critical factor
(education, vocational training, finance and institutional
support services) without which informal sector self-
employment generation would be impossible.

1. EDUCATION

Education is a catalyst for economic growth and
employment. In majority of cases the facilities given under the
self-employment schemes in Pakistan and other programmes
are noted to have been availed by the educated. [Mtab (1993),
Peri (1993); ILO-ARTEP (1990)]. There is enough evidence to
believe that educated generally can organize business far better
than the uneducated.

Pakistan's existing educational system neither caters to
the demand of basic school education nor does it deliver the

2Various Federal and Pl"Ovincia! schemes of self-employment in urban and rural areas
have been in operation for sometime. Among these are: (1) Rw'al Industrialization
Programme (1987); (2) Self-Employment Scheme (1987); (3) Youth Investment Promotion
Society (1987); (4) Small Business Finance CorporatIon (198) and some special
programmes fOl' target groups. For rev'ew of ped'ormance see Aftab (1990), n..O ARTEP
(1993); and PERI (1993)
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required quality to match the need of the labour market, let
alone .crea.te entrepreneurial abilities needed for self-
employment.

In our educational system because of the upward
pressure for education the "content" has become more
theoretical and abstract aIid less practical; the experience
drawno~ is less local and more universal, and cognitive skills
are .emphasised over manual skills. The! education is
dysfunctional for most types of employment -- in formal or
informal sector --- and for playing other roles needed in a
dev:eloping society.- .

.What needs to be recognized is that quality of eduation,
and the consequent capacity to be self-employed, is to be
regatded more important for the introduction of new types of
skills than. the prior existence of particular occupational
categories.

What we lack; and is also not addressed to in the 8th
plan, is. the issue of quality of education. A host of literature

. based on em;pirical evidence confIrms that invelstment in school
quality is li~ely to have a substantial and positive impact both
on students~success in school and upon their success in the

"

labour market. [Schiefebein, 1983J

VOCATI()NALTRAINING: (1)

Another important factor which facilitates self-
employment is technical know - how and vocational training. It

\

goes'without saying that skilled and trained persons can set up
. business' far better than the graduates with general education.'. . .
.Also that eV.Eminformally acquired skills are an asset for being

1. In thiBBection!we draw on llyaB (1992).
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I .

self-employed. Detailed caSe studies of SES and RIP have
shown that know-how is extremely important for successful
management of business while formal edue::ationprqves to be an
additional managerial asset ..

It is also observed that "family business" experience is of
great advantage in management of informal. enterprises as it
helps in' problem solving much more than is generally

•
appreciated. Self-employed person with family experience and
skills has a distinct advantage 0v:er others. In whatever way
acquired, skills of entrepreneurs are particularly important for
m~agement of business.

To meet the future needs of technical and vocational
education in Pakistan, we need to take a fresh look at our
technical education systems and bring it in line with the
changing needs of the ~conomy. At present we face a number of
problems associated with adhoc policy planning and
development efforts. One study lists at least nine major issues
for the planners' attention: (1) poo,r quality of graduates of
technical institutions, (2) lack of adequate manpower studies,
(3) poor management of technical institutions, (4) poor
coordination between different training institutions, (5) lack of
uniformity' of standards; (6) absence of linkage of technical
institution with industry; (7) shortage of staff, (8) outdated
courses, (9) shortage of funds. myas, 1992]

Another issue that emerges from the empirical studies is
that Pakistani technical institutions supply manpower with
traditional skills in excess of its demand but there is continuous
shortage of high"technology new skills of technicians, computer
operators, biomedical technicians, etc. This is the result of
faulty.planning in the management of technical institutions.
The Pakistani technical educational institutions are completely

______ ..~...~... ~._.=._.~_=._.=._.=.•.•••••----""""''''''''''''''''''''"'''''''''''1_------_ •••••
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out of touch with the market demand for manpower with regard
to quality and quantity. In fact, the surplus of persons with
traditionals:Itills who fail to be gainfully employed add to the
army of educated unemployed. Therefore they move into the
informal sector with lower entry standards.

REL.ttTINGiTRAINING WITH SELF-EMPLOYMENT:

Villag~. Specific Training

Another variant--and perhaps more relevant for
Pakistan--of vocational training model is the one developed by
ILO which directly relates vocational training with jobs:
Training fon Rural Gainful Activities (TRUGA). It fIrst
indentiifiesspecific employment oportunities and then bridges
the gap; ;betw"een the existing levels of skills and the levels of
skills,requir~d to carry out a particular employment activity.
After providi,ng the relevant training, it then follows up with
appropriate support services and inputs which enable training
to be.practicf!lly applied,

Basicqlly it is concerned with the village enconomy and
therefor:e, success or failure of this model depends on the extent

) . i

of peoples' participation, Community participation is extremely
help~ul as th~ local population is not only aware of their needs
and aspiration but also of resources of the area. The popular
participation. in rural schemes also substantially improves plan
impleJIle;ntation. Here the core element is the actual process of
training as it is designed and related to the working
requi:r;E!Jllents and the training needs. This methodology
deserv~s strong constideration for self-employment generation,
particularly of the rural women and youth.
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Credit

Khalid Aftab

No other single factor is so often regarded as the major
constraint on informal sector's growth as the shortage of credit.
All investors rate this as the flrst hurdle in their success as
entrepreneurs.

There is, however, difference between the credit needs of
modern organized small-scale industries and the informal sector
enterprises. The investment and working capital requirements
of the former are met largely be institutional credit, while the
later rely on internal cash generation and personal savingS'.
The lack of technical know-how and access to supply and credit
facilities inhibit their gaining a wider market.

Working capital presents the main flnancial bottleneck
for the informal sector enterprises. It is needed to purchase raw
materials when prices are low and also to flnance the holding of
work in process in off-season. In both cases, buffer of working
capital permits steadier production and fuller use of capacity,
thereby increasing the jobs and earnings at the lowest cost.
What should be appreciated is that informal sector business
have peculiar flnancial requirements, not likely to be met by
the existing financial institutions.

Though this is decidedly not the only inhibiting factor,
yet access to concessionary credit can facilitate growth of small
and micro enterprises. Credit channelled through Small
Business Finance Corporation, Self-Employment Scheme, YIPS
and Rural Industrialization Programme has been generally
well utilized and its positive impact on promotion of economic
activity in the informal sector recorded [Mtab, (1993), PERI
(1993)]. Yet the rea] issue is that due to various constraints,
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small businesses' do' not manage to have easy access to
ins'tit'"!tional credit.

To solve thi~ J)roblem, it would be useful to set up a
specialized financial institution for providing credit to the small
and micro 'enterprises .."Otherwise the potential growth of
informal eco,norilicactivities shall remain. unexploited for non-
'avail~?iity Offinance. The encouraging results of RIP and SES
lend ~UPPOIit to this proposal. This is, however, not to deny the
fact that c~edit alone. would not ensure growth of informal

:. 1 . • •

',sectorand'hence of employment opportunities.

Support Services

Another major .hurdle in the growth path of infortnal
se.etor is lack oCsupport" services in the country. Enterprises of
this sectorlp"e often left out of the institutional benefits that
reach the fprmal sector enterprises. One broad area where
institutional-support is essential is that of industrial extension

. servi~es:" I.nH.ustrial extension services are required in four
areas: (a)'. economic services; (b) technical services; (c)
management development;and (4) product impr'ov.ement.

While. the' importance of support services (technical,
.designing, "production, marketing, etc) for the informal sector,
, entetpl'ises ;cannlit be over-emphasised, its delivery poses
serious praCtical problems. Because. of Iocational hazards,
multiplicity" of. problems and limited public resources, the
institutional. support hardly reaches the informal sector
.enterprises. A part of the blame alsO rests on those Irrms who
lack th;~"oEgi.fuizationalability to avail whatever facilities exist
.[ILO-ARTEP,'1990].

Realizing the limitations of public sector extension
s~rvices, we suggest adoption of a new approach to planning
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support services for the informal sector: Planning in
Partnership.

Let NOOs get involved in the planning process for
support services in the early stage through to the final approval
of a project. As a matter of fact, proposals for schemes can be
invited from the experienced NGOs in the early' stages of
planning so that a startegy of iinpl~meiltation is worked out for
a well identified goal. This approach shall have some distinct
advantages over the existing system which does not assign any
role to private sector in planning: (1) it will help identify new
areas of activity; (2) mobilise non-governmental resources
(tech llical knowledge, expertise, etc, ) for planning 'the
develoJ:ment of informal sector; (3) reduce public' sector
financial burden; and (4) make plan implementation more
Hfective. The proposed "<;rl>vernment-NGOs" planning
partnership in this field should be built on principle of mutual
trust' and support. In view of the significance of support services
for ISSE promotiofi, the Government may call for proposals
from the NGOs to see their respOnse and the feasibility for
implementation.

PART-tIl: PROSPECTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Informal set tor is important because a large section of
Pakistan's population is dependent on it. By virtue of its

, characteristics and. that of those who work in it,
informal sector contains a high concentration -of poor
section of the population.

2. Some of the unemployed persons may be employed in
the informal sector if necessary conditions are fulfilled.
However, small enterprIses do not necessarily generate
more jobs than the large. Some small-scale industries
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have low K/L ratio and employ more labour than capital.
The size of the firm and the capital intensity is often
dictated by the products and the technology ava,lable for
the manufacturing. Further, labour intensive
manufacturing generates and supports more labour
intensive jobs, though at lower productivity and wages.

3. It is more useful to identify the "real" factors
responsible for unemployment, rather than to adopt the
dirept intervention policies (emergency relief measures)
for informal sector employment on a permanent basis.
The real factors which would determine the growth of
ISS.E are; (1) level and quality of education; (2)
availability of skills; (3) access to institutional finance;
and- (4) access to support services. The success in
reaching 8th Plan employment targets would directly
dep~nd on the supply of these inputs.

4. The.workforce of the mformal sector remains beyond the
reach of institutional support services. There is need to
arrange increasing volume of supervised concessional
credit for this sector alongwith fiscal concessions (tax
holidays), freedom from labour laws and creation of
general environment conducive for economic growth.

5. There appears to be a strong case to adopt a new
plaIfning methodology for the informal sector, viz,
"planning in partnership" wherein government and
NGOs join hands for informal sector promotion rather
than working for similar objective in two parallel
stre,ams.
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MARGINAL BENEFITS AND COSTS OF
FERTILIZER SUBSIDY IN PAKISTAN

By

Shahnawaz Malik and Rana Abdul Wajid*

1. Introduction

Agricultural growth in Pakistan is regarded as
significantly influenced by the changing technological
, environment over the last few decades. In this context the most
! dramatic changes relate to the use of fertilizer. Total fertilizer
use increased from 19000 NIT in 1960-61 to 443,000 NIT in

I 1973-74 and 1,719,000 NIT in 1987-88.

A prominent feature of the overall agricultural price
I policy of the country has been a relatively low level of foodgrain
prices and a substantial fertilizer subsidy. Such a policy has
been subjected ,tq wide criticism on obvious grounds. Steps have
been taken since the early eighties to raise the prices of both
;foodgrains and/fertilizer.

In this shorfpaper we use an approach to evaluating the
social profitbility of fertilizer subsidy by calculating the
,benefits and costs at the margin, i.e. for small increases or
decreases in the subsidy. Since such a subsidy. is frequently
subjected to criticism, an evaluation on these lines might be

*The authors are Associate Professor and Assistant professor respectively at
Department of Economics, B.Z. University Multan.
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useful for policy purposes. In doing so we closely follow a model
presented by Timmer (1985).

The paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 we outline,
briefly, a history of input subsidies. Section a sets out the model
used in the analysis. In section 4 results are reported. Finally,
in section 5 we present main conclusions.

2. A Historical View of Input Subsidies

Input pricing policy is considered as the second
important layer of an overall agricultural price policy (after
0l;ltput pricing policy)and refers to government subsidies on
vital agricultural inputs. The low input pricing policy has very
similar objectives to the policy of high output prices, viz price
stability for both producer and consumer, increased production
and encouraging the use of modern technology.

During the sixties and the seventies authorities in
Pakistan pursued a policy of agricultural input subsidies
coveringlfertilizers, improved seeds, tube-wells and agricultural
machinery. The major objectives were to provide greater
production incentives and to encourage the use of superior
technology. The idea implicit was that while high output prices
mayor may not lead to greater investment in better technology
and may be diverted to higher consumption, subsidization of
inputs which comprises the new technology would ensure its
rapid adpption. Also while higher output prices may benefit
only those farmers with marketable surpluses, low input
pricing may enable subistence farmers to produce such
surpluses (Ahmed and Amjad, 1984).

Chemical fertilizers are widely believed to be the most
important purchased inputs used in Pakistan,S agriculture. The
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share of fertilizers in total cost of cultivation ranges from 10 to
20 percent in case of important crops (GOP,1986). The nominal
prices of fertilizer nutrients have increased by 379 to 420
,percent between 1970-71 and 1985-86. However, the real prices
; ,
Ihave in fact declined slightly overtime. This may have been
:helpful in the promotion of chemical fertilizers use in the
I country.

Input subsidies rose quite steadily during the fifties and
,the sixties with a rapid increase in the subsidy bill during the
Iseventies It is worth noting that the subsidy. bill for
iagricultural inputs amounted to a highest 14.15 percent of the
Idevelopment expenditure in 1979.80 as against 6.76 percent in
11972-73.The same has however declined to 5.65 percent in
;1986-87(seetable 1).
r
I

Table 1

Government Subsidies, 1972-73 to 1986-87 (In Million Rs)

I 1972-73 1979-8C 1986.87

ConsolidatedDevelopmentExpenditure 5636 23793 36160

i Input Subsidies in Agriculture 441 2703 2044
I

Percentage 6.76 14.15 5.65
I
$ource: Pakistan Economic Surv.ey, 1990-9l.

II

I The figures mentioned in table I suggest that subsidies
or agricultural inputs are on the decline. This is because
Presently the government is pursuing a policy of setting higher
pHces for both agricultural outputs and inputs. Whereas this
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has been widely considered as step towards right direction its
impact on the rural masses, who happen to be the net buyers of
foodgrains, could be a matter of great concern.

3. The Model

Let wheat production (W) be function of fertilizer use (F)
and other factors (denoted by the vector Z), so that

W = g(F,Z) and 'og/'oF > 0; '02g/'oF2 < 0 ...(1)

where 'og/'oF denotes first partial derivative.

Let fertilizer use be a function of fertilizer prices paid by
farmers (PF), wheat prices (Pw) and other factors (denoted by
the vector X),so that

F = f (PF,PW,X)and 'of/'oF < 0, 'of/'oPw > 0 ...(2)

Then W = g[f(PF,PW,X)Z] ...(3)

If po.F equals the full or social cost of fertilizer, then the
unit subsidy on fertilizer (s) is equal to,

Let

... (4)

... (5)

so that P*F.F* is equal to farm fertilizer costs when s = 0, and
PF.F is equal to fertilizer costs if s = O.

Let G = s.F, where G is the total budget subsidy sn fertilizer
incurred by the government. This can be decomposed as follows:

G = s.F* + s(F - F*) = G* + Grn ...(6)
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Thus G* is the cost of subsidizing the fertilizer that farmers
would use even at full cost pricing and Gm is the additional
subsidy cost paid on the incremental fertilizer used by farmers
because of the subsidy. Hence G* is an income transfer from the
budget to the fertilizer using farmers. The G* may, however,
cancel out in a benefit-cost comparison due to being a cost (to
the budget) and a benefit (to the incomes of the farmers) unless
government revenue has positive weight.

The social profitability of the fertilizer subsidy can be
determined by comparing the benefits from the subsidy with
the full cost incurred by implementing it. The benefits may be
identified as follows:

(i) The value of the increased wheat production generated
by the greater fertilizer use stimulated by the subsidy.
This may be equal. to, Pw(W- W*), where W* is the
amount of wheat produced at P*F.

(ii) The income transfer to farmers due to the lower price on
current fertilizer use, s.F*

(iii) Any general equilibrium benefits that accrue. In the
following analysis they are set equal to zero. According
to above the benefits may add to,

B = Pw(W- W*)+ s. F* ...(7)

Identifying the full costs of the fertilizer subsidy is not
i so easy. They may be specified as follows:

(i) Added fertilizer cost to farmers, PF(F- F*)

(ii) Budget subsidy cost, s.F* + s(F - F*)
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(iii) Social costs incurred because of the higher yields of
wheat generated by the increased fertilizer use from the
sub~idy. The simplest formulation is to assume that
thes'e costs are some direct proportion of the increase in
wheat production, given as,m. (W- W*), where m stands
for marketing and processing cost of wheat production.

(iv) Any general equilibrium cost incurred. In this analysis
they are set equal to zero. According to above the costs
may add to,

C = sF* + s(F-F*)+ PF(F-F*)+ m(W-W) ...(S)

It is now possible to ask analytically what happens to
benefits and costs when the fertilizer subsidy changes, and to
compare the resulting values. Differentiate B and C with
respect to s' in equations (7) andeS):

dB/ds = Pw . 'og/'of. 'ofl'os + F*

and . dC/ds = F* + P*F. 'of/'os + m . 'og/'of. 'of/'os

... (9)

...(10)

The important question is whether marginal benefits
exceed marginal costs, that is, is dB> dC? if so the following
expression holds (from expressions(9)and(10)the F*term can be
subtracted and 'of/'os can be factored out)

Pw• 'og/'of > P*F+ m. 'og/'of ...(11)

From expression (II) two points are worth noting. First,
the term ('of/'os), farmer's response to fertil~zer price, drops out
as it is irrelevant for evaluating marginal benefits relative to
marginal costs if the i~lc'Jme transfer due to the subsidy on
current fertilizer use is a",sumed to just cancel the subsidy it-
self. Second, in line with standard neoclassical framework, the
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benefits exceed costs if marginal revenue exceeds marginal
costs.

4. Estimates and Results

To estimate whether marginal benefits exceed marginal
cost we need to know the representative values of variables and
parameters contained in expression (II). Such values are given
in table 2:

Table. 2

Representative values of variables and parameters

Variable/Parameter Value Source

Price of Whea t(Pw) 2.57 Rs/Kg Pakistan Economic

Survey, 1990-91

Price of Fertilizer (po F) 2.98 RslKg Pakistan Economic

Survey, 1990-91

Marketing, Processing(m) 0.15 P See Foot-note 2

Marginal Productivity of Fertilizer 2.5-3.4 See foot-note 3

use('og/'oD

Inserting representative values given above in the
marginal benefit-cost expression (II)we can find out whether the
fertilizer subsidy has been socially profitable. In this regard we
can experiment three different values of marginal productivity
of fertilizer use-2.5,3.00 and 3.4-alternatively.

From expression (II)dB > dc if, .

'.'
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Pw 'og/'of > P*F + m. 'og/'of

By inserting representative values given in table 2, yields the
followingestilnates:

Estimate 1 (given 'og/'of=2.5):

2.57 (2.5)> 2.98+0.15(2.57)(2.5)
6.43>3.94
1.63> 1.00

Estimate 2 (g:iven 'og/'of=3.0):

2.57(3.0)> 2.98+0.15(2.57X3.0)
7.71>4.13
1.87> 1.00

Estimate 3 (given 'og/'of=3.4):

2.57(3.4)> 2.98+0.15(2.57)(3.4)
8.74>4.29
2.04> 1.00

The above estimates show that marginal benefits, under
three differrent marginal productivity values, compare to
marginal costs in a ratio of 1.7,2.0 and 2.2 to I respectively.
This implies that in Pakistan fertilizer subsidy has an
incremental benefit-cost ratio significantly above one.

5. Some Concluding Remarks:

There' are various ways of conducting and evaluating
social benefits and costs of public programmes. One way is to
evaluate various policies as competing alternatives. In terms of
present subj'ect the work of Barker and Hayami (l976)comes
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under this category. Another way is to undertake evaluation of
a certain programme as a monopolicy. The analysis carried out
in present exercise may be viewed in that perspective.

In this rather a short paper we have compared the
marginal benefits and costs of fertilizer subsidy, based on
Pakistan's experience during the seventies and the early
eighties. Our results show that fertilizer subsidy at margin has
an incremental benefit-cost ratio significantly above one. One
should, however, admit here that in tems of policy purposes the
choice is never so simple. What on balance constitutes the best
alternative has proved to bea matter of intense debate.

At this stage a few general comments on the desirability
of subsidy are in order. Some economists in both developed as
well as developing countries do not seem to accept the notion of
a 'good' subsidy. Their main argument is based (and rightly so)
on the theoretical competitive market equilibrium models. But,
such conditions are seldom found in most of the LDCs.
However, there is always a scope for second best alternative.
Further, economic theory, does not give its judgem.ent as to the
social profitability of a particular subsidy especially in
disequilibrium settings. As we have seen above this is an
empirical issue.

Foot-Note:

1. For the sake of simplicity, our analysis is based on
wheat (the most important output) and fertilizer (the
most important input)only.

2. Most of the studies on India have used a cost of
marketing and processing of wheat in the range of 10 to
15 percent (see,for instance,Sidhu and Sidhu, 1985). We
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have assumed this to be 15 percent in the present
analy~is.

3. We have two sources for these values:

(i) a wheat production function (Prodw) estimated by us
for th~period 1972to 1987yields followingresults,

.,Prodw= 0.06+0.58 Area + 0.25 Tf - 0.001 Time
(0.09) (1.09) (2.00) (0.10)

R2 = 0.92, DW = 2.04; F = 98

whereTf = Total fertilizer used. This gives a MPTf = 2.5

(ii) in a recent study, Zuberi (1989)calculates values of
3.00 and 3.4 under different assumptions.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF
BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION

By

A.R. Tariq*

Biodiversity signifies the existence of the variety and
abundance of plants, animals and micro-organisms
encompassing the related ecological processes. It usually
revolves around three levels, namely, genetic, species and eco-
system diversity. Genetic diversity comprises the information
contained in the genes of individual species. Species diversity
refers to the variety of living organisms.Eco-system diversity
concerns the enormous variety of habitats and biotic
communities that form a part of the eco-systems (2, 5, 14, 18,
20).

Human knowledge is rather limited with regard to these
three forms of biodiversity in quantitative terms. For instance,
the exact number of biotic species is still unknown; estimates
range from two to hundred million of which hardly one million
have been named so far. The species considered of some
economic value may hardly be less than half a million (18).
Pakistan's ecosystems support about 10,000 species of which
about 200 are at the verge of extinction (15).

Existence of biodiversity is considered to be of vital
significance to the human race. A cursory review of the

*The author i" Director Gene,'al, Wildlife and Parks, Government of Punjab, Lahore,
45
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succession :grocess would indicate that the human culture
emanated from a rich eco-system comprising complex
biodiversity. The progress attained by humanity in economic,
technological and other fields may be attributed to the great
variety of eco-systems Nature has created on the surface of this
glore (19).

By its inherent nature, biodiversity is highly value-
laden. Some salient values that may be attributed to
biodiversity could be summarized as under (2, 117):

i. Economic values

Civilization may not have been possible without the
existence of biodiversity. It is the most politicall.y appealing and
economicall~ attractive value in favour of maintaining
biodi~,er,sity. Enormous benefits accrue from it in the form of
food, medicines, natural raw materials and many other physical
benefits which may emanate from it in the times to come. For

-'

instance, the genetic richness of wild plants is indispensable for
diveloping hew varieties of agricultural crops and medicines.
These direct economic values of biodiversity are easy to
quantify.

ii. Life support values

Biodiversity is not only the spring of life but it also
provides a-life support system which gives rise to forests, rain,
rivers, soils, sunshine, wind, and the trophic primates of
succession. There can be no healthy human community u~.less
it is integrated with an eco-system. Thus, the primarY life
support system is provided by the existence of biodiversity.
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iii. Aesthetic values

A.R. Tariq

Forests are always beautiful and so is an eco-system.
Even a degenerated eco-system contains so much of biodiversity
as to fill the space against the sky and make the landscape
attractive. In a healthy eco-system, the human mind
experiences a sense of the subline which is certainly not
available elsewhere in the society. The aesthetic values of
biodiversity are a source of irreplacable wonder, spirituality
and inspiration which can be hardly enjoyed by the human
heings in habitated surroundings.

iv. Recreational values

A forest eco-system containing a wide biodiversity
provides an opportunity to the human beings to leave their
artificial abodes and to seek pleasure in the wild natural
environments. In a primeval eco-system, a visitor could find a
trail to hike, a mountain to climb, game to shoot. He can also
find a rich variety of native and migratory birds, view the wild

I flowers, ru~hing streams and enjoy the air free of pollution and
I contamination. An eco-system is a recreational theatre and
God-given gymnasium which can produce nothing but healthy
feelings in the human minds.

, v. Scientific values

As mentioned earlier, about ninety five percent of
biodiversity still remains undiscovered, especially from
economic point of view. The least understood levels. of
biodiversity are genetic as well as ecological. An eco-system
provides an immeasurable natural laboratory for studying the
course of genetic, ecological and scholastic evolution.
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vi. Biotic Diversity values

Nature has bestowed upon this globe an immeasurable
variety oft plants, animals and micro-organisms, the exact
number of which is still unknown. Of an estimated hundred
million spe,cies, the human race has so far been able to identify
-only about one million. Of all these identified species, the
,econpmic v.alue of only half of them has been realized. It will
tak~' man~ centuries for the human race to capture the full
spe<;trum ofsocio-economic benefits of biodiversity created by
Nature on the surface of this globe.

vii. Intrinsic values

Life; enters the civilized world at the end of the level of
its origin and various stages of evolution having been spent in
the,b,t()tic communities. Even a managed eco-system would have
its~i1'derness implications because life on this globe transcends
huro'~rLcontrol, will and use. Wildlife encompasses flora as well
as the fa)fna, which makes the globe a livable place and
distinguishes it from millions of other planets.

viii; Natural history values

A primeval eco-system represents the environments
from which the variety of life we recognize today originated. An
eco-system containing a variety of biotic communities amounts
to a tangible preserve of evolution and contributes to the.
human sense of duration, continuity, antiquity and identity. It
is easy to imagine that a visitor to a forest soon starts
appreciating the interplay of ecological forces of evolution,
erosion and geomol'phological processes.

"'"

"
r",*~;.~""",_:."-:'i_,ioJi.
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ix. Spiritual values

A.R. Tariq

Bryant has rightly stated that the groves of trees were
God's first temples. In Latin, the groves of trees are still called
templum. The Celts used to worship among the sacred oaks
before the Romans came. A wild forest is a sacred place where
the trees rise to the sky like minarets and the spires. A healthy
biotic community inspires spiritual values. It is believed that
most of the prophets and the Sages attained their inspiration
towards the existence of God from the forests and other natured
phenomena.

x. Wildlife values

Life on earth is Nature's greatest miracle. It originates
in biotic communities and with progressive succession, it takes
root in the society. Wildlife, as we know it, encompasses
natural flora and fauna which are the store-house of food,
medicines, shelter, clothing and industrial raw material on
which the climax of all life-the human race thrives.

It is obvious from the foregoing account that an
ecosystem represents a complex world of biodiversity which not

I
only is the source of life but also its sustaining energy. The

I tragedy of technological, scientific and socioeconomic progress
. is that it has created counter-currents which have eroded away

of the values associated with biodiversity. The most significant
I effect of human progress is the destruction of biodiversity by
clearing of land for agriculture, filling up of wetlands,
destruction of coastal areas and conversion of natural eco-

I systems for human settlements and industry. Human progress
,has played a deleterious role in biodiversity loss by over-
,exploitation of plants and animals, abundance of introduced
I,
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spe9iesand wide-spread pollution leading to retrogression in
Biodiver.sity(11, 13).

R~pidpopulation growth has created complex situations
containing economic externalities and social, political and
culturali forces which tend to degenerate the natural eco-
system. Market forces also tend to undermine biodiversity by
ellticing the over-use of natural resources. The most
unfortunate part is that conservation of biodiversity is totally
ignored lin national policies. Even the sciEmtificallyadvanced
~6untrie~ continue to justify the destruction of their natural
resources to satisfy their short range socio-economicinterests
(16) ..

Fpr the last couple of decades, a discernible realisation
has emerged allover the world towards the importance of
pr~serva.tionof biodiversity for the socioeconomicwelfare of the
human race. A number of conventions have been held in
various ,parts of the world to develop a concensus on evolving a
strategytfor the conservation ofbiodiversity. to save the natural
environments and to forestall the impending environmental
disaster ..Some important conventions held so far in this regard
are the (ollowing:

1.The Man and the Biosphere Programme (MAB).1970

This programme was organized by the UNESCO in 1970
for develpping a long term programme of research, training and
information concerning the environmental management. The
ultimate. objective of this programme was to develop a world
wide network of research on biodiversity, population growth,
conservation and sustainable use ofnatural resources.
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ii. The Convention on Wetlands of International
Importance (RAMSAR, 1971)

This convention was held at RAMSARin 1971 in which
it was resolved that the participating nations would use their
wetlands wisely and save them from pOP:Slbleextinction. So far
about half a million square kilometers of wetlands have been
coveredby the Ramsar convention.

iii. Convenfion on the Protection of World Cultural and
Natural Heritage (PWCNH) -1972

This convention is in force since 1975 under which the
unique natural and cultural heritage are to be preserved for
posterity. A list of 337 world heritage sites was published in
1991.

iv. Convention on International Trade in Endangered
I Species of Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES) -1973

This convention was held in Washington in 1973. In all,
111 countries ratified it. The purpose of this convention is to
prevent commercial trade of the endangered species and to
regulate their exploitation through a permit system.

v. Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species
of Wild Animals (CMSWA)-1979

This convention binds the participating countries to
protect the endangered migratory species from
overexploitation. About fifty one migratory species have been

: listed as endangered. These include four species of whales,
.\ several species of antelopes, twenty nine bird species and six

! marine turtles. 'The convention impresses upon the
, participating countries to conserve the habitats so that the
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el1d~ger~d species could survive their diminishing
populations.

v~._The ~AO International Undertaking on Plant Genetic
R:.es,9urc~s(lUPGR) .1983

THis agreement was signed in Rome in 1983 in which a
c6furhitm,ent was given by the participants to conserve plant
genetic r~sources as a common human heritage. So far, 112
countries) have become members of this convention. Research
on a variety of subjects for the preservation of the genetic pool
have been organized by the FAO.

vii. Convention for the Protection of "the Natural
R'esourc~s and Environments (PNRE) .1986

This regional convention was held under the UNEP to
proIll,otelregional cooperation for the protection of environments
and natural resources of the South Pacific region.

'TIl).isis a summarised account of the world-wide efforts
initiated by several international NGO's and government-
spon,sored organizations to conserve and perpetuate the natural
f1or~ and fauna in the long~term welfare of the human race.
This is but a beginning. A lot more needs to be done to evolve a
glob~ str:ategy to arrest biotic retrogression and ensure healthy
sUrvival of the man and his environments.

Rakistan is a signatory to a number of these
con;yentions, notably the MAB, RAMSAR, CITES, PWCNH,
CMS~A, IUPGR and PNRE. But very little has been done in
this:,couI).try to conserve its already thin ecological reserves. In
its 24,8DO km2 of natural forests, the annual rate of
de,forestl:}tionhas gone upto 0.4% (6). Approximately 8,600 km2
of its land-mass is covered by wetlands which provide an ideal
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habitat to migratory and indigenous birds but also is a valuable
sow'ce of fisheries. Unfortunately, this resource too has shrunk
nearly to one-half, thus endangering several species of birds

I and fish (17). In order to ameliorate the situation, Pakistan has
I declared about 36,550 km2 of its territory as "protected areas"
in the form of National Parks, Game Sanctuaries, Reserve
Forests, Nature Reserves, National Heritage Sites, Ramsar
Sites etc. The objective is to provide conditions conducive to the
preservation, conservation and propagation of biotic resources

! for the ultimate welfare of the country. Much more, however,
requires to be done through enunciation of bold policies,

I legislative enactments and deep-rooted cooperation between the
,national and international organizations concerned with
: conservation programmes. The more we invest in such efforts,
; the more will be harvested by the coming generations.
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THE QUANTITY RESTRICTION AND THE
TEXTILE SECTOR'S GROWTH

By

Seemi Waheed*

Introduction

The textile sector is the major sector of the economy of
Pakistan in terms of contribution to employment and export. It
employs 20 percent of labor force and accounts for 58 percent of
total export (UNIDO, 1989). The small scale power loom sector
employs more than double the number of workers in the large
scale sector. It is, therefore, an important sub-sector of textile
industry.

The quota restrictions tend to depress exports of textiles.
There are 80 different categories of quota items included under
cotton yarn, cotton-cloth, made-up articles, knitwear and
garments. These items are exported to USA, EEC, Canada,
Finland and Norway. USA is the major buyer of textile exports
from Pakistan. The Pakistani textiles exports also face
competition from China, Korea, Taiwan and India.

The quota restriction has created cartel of quota sellers
who control its supply. This results in underutilisation of quota

*The Author i~ a Seniol. Research Associate at Paki~tan Administrative Stafr College,
Lahore.
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which seriously hampers growth and efficiency of local textile
industry and ,deprivesthe country of foreign exchange.

The paper attempts to review and analyze the working
of quota market and its impact on textile output and export. It
attempts to establish relationship between quantity restrictions
and expansion of textile industry and its sub-sector (small scale)
during 1988;:92.The overall export performance is analyzed
keeping in view the working of quota market.

QUOTA RESTRICTIONS

The evolution of the Multi Fibre Arrangement (MFA).

The restrictive policies in cotton textile trade started in
1962 with the Short Term Agreement (STA) (1961-62). This
agree.ment allowed the developed countries to impose quantity
restrictions on specific suppliers from developing countries.
This agreement was followed by Long Term Arrangement
(LTA)(1962..74) (Annexture-I). This arrangement also restricted
imports from developing countries which may disrupt the
markets of developed countries. These restrictions could be
bilateral or unilateral. Later on, in 1974 LTA was replaced by
MFA. It wa.s extended to non-cotton textiles as well. This
arrangement was renewed in 1977, 1981, 1986 and then in
1991. The overall impact of MFA has been protectionist. The
agreement became inceasingly more restrictive encompassing
more and more non-traditional products.

The agreement was contrary to the policies of General
Agreement on Trade and Tariff (GATT),which prohibited the
use of quantity restrictions on imports or exports, except where
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permitted in specific circumstances, under specific conditions
and in accordancewith spcificprocedures.

The Dunkel Plan submitted by the Director General of
GATT on December 20, 1992 aimed to reform the present
international trade in 'textiles. According to the plan, there
would be gradual phasing out of quota in a period of ten years.
During the period of transition, quotas will be removed on
certain percentage of imports. However, removal of quota will
be bilaterally resolved. This plan was expected to come into
force from January 1, 1993, but owing to resistance from USA
and the European Community, the plan was shelved.

The Emergence of the World Trade Organisation (WTO).

The conclusion of Uruguay Round of GATThas brought
some hopes and frustrations for developing countries. The
accord on Uruguay Round was signed at the ministerial
conference in April 1994 and after ratification by individual
signatory states it has come into effect on Janury 1, 1995.

Another important development in this direction is the
creation of World Trade Organization (WTO)which is expected
to replace GATT. WTO will have statutory basis in
international law, unlike its predecessor. Under the terms of
WTO, tariffs will be reduced on number of manufactured
products. For the first time the rules of world trade will cover
agriculture and service sectors. Under this organization,
ministers will meet every two years to discuss national trade
policies.At the same time a general council will be established
to oversee the working of the WTO and implementation of the
ministerial decisionso~ a regular basis.
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The United States, however, ensured that this
organization does not have the power to overrule US trade
laws. The countries whose industries were protected fought to
retain the b,arriers against foreign competition. However, both
importing and exporting countries have agreed. to end current
quotfl i?ystem and bring textile rules under international trade
rule. There wil be phasing out of quota on textle items over a
period of ten years. Under this proposal all quotas with current
annllalgrowth of six percent will increase to 133 percent
during the transition period. The MFA will thus become
reduhdant.

The creation of WTO is expected to benefit South Asian
countries. Japan and China are expected to benefit to the
extent of '$ 40 billion in annual trade. India's export will
increase from $ 1.5 billion to $ 2.0 billion and would result in
more jobs. The benefits to Pakistan's trade so far are not
quantified, out some improvement can be expected subject to
expOlt of qtrality value-added items and full utilization of the
existittg quota.

The W,orking of the Quota. System:

The market of quota ditribution has been created as a
result'of quahtity restrictions. Quota in textiles, whether grey
cloth or made-up articles or garments or knitwear is freely
traded" bought and sold like any other commodity in the
market. Each year the quota in textile sector is negotiated
bilatel'ally hetween exporting and importing countries. If
exports are in excess of quota in year one, then the excess is
deducted in year two. However, if there is a shortfall in quota
in year one it is lapsed in year two and quota for that item is .
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reduced. If the quota is fully utilized, the importing country
gives an increase of 7% of the previous quota.

The Export Promotion Bureau of Pakistan, every year,
keeps 10% quota, while the remaining 90% is given to the
registered exporters namely associations, producers of textiles,
brokers or middle-men. This quota is then traded in the open
market at much higher prices.

The government gives due weightage to full utilisation
of the alloted quotas and production and export of quality items
while alloting quotas in a subsequent year. For example, if the
producer has a quota of 5000 dozens of shirts and is able to
utilize it fully, then in the following year, an additional
'performance quota' of 50% of the previous quota is given. The
additional quota is also given subject to improvement in the
quality of products.

The figures from US custom authorities reveal that
quota from Pakistan has not been fully utilized since 1990. The
underutilization of quota is owing to hoarding of quota by
middle-men and few big textile exporters. The quantity
restriction has created a group of such sellers who want to
extract maximum profit. In 1993,40% of quota was not utilized,
despite a large number of orders from US companies. Table-I
shows the selected categories, quota and its utilization.
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Table. I

Selected Categories, Quota Availability and its Utilization

Category Item

340-D/6402~ Shirt
(M&B)

Quota

160,500
(doz)

Utilization

13,269
(doz)

% utilization

8.3

237

239

play suitt 207,412
sun suit (doz)

infant wear

34,066 16.4

21.8
359::C/659-C other

cotton
apparel

968,086
(kg)

121,470
(kg)

12.5

. <;

As a result of monopoly, a number of popular categories
of quota remained unutilized. The prices charged by brokers in
category 339 (knit shirt and blouse) was Rs.600 per dozen
against the market rate of Rs.350 per dozen. Exporters had
orders running into millions of dollars which lapsed owing to
exorbitant' 'prices charged by hoarders. Since quota is not fully
utillzed, tli~refore, it is likely that US may reduce textile quota
forP'akistaIl.

The non-mill power-loom sector is unable to directly
export because of small size and inadequate working capital.
Also, under such conditions where price of quota is sky-
,rocketing, it becomes extremely difficult for this sector to buy
quota from brokers and export on their own. The registered
exporters like associations, middle-men, brokers etc hold quota
and give or-dersto small producers who more often than not are
una.ble to meet the demand owing to their :sizeand working
capital.
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State of Export of Textiles

Seemi Waheed

Pakistan manufactures a large variety of textile
products. Some of its poducts have gained popularity in
overseas markets, for example, knit wear, cotton cloth and
made-up textiles. If quota restrictions on export of textiles are
removed, Pakistan's textile industry will be able to compete
with other textile exporting countries. This will also result in
elimination of the market inefficiencies.

The major manufactured export item is cotton yarn
which has little value addition. In 1992 Pakistan's share in
yarn production was 6.7%. Its share in global yarn export was
31%. There has been shortage of yarn due to poor cotton crop
and its export in large quantity. Yarn is less value-added item
and its shortage, affects the local textile industry. In such
conditions cotton yarn becomes scarce and there is a steep
increase in the price of the yarn. For small and medium non-
mill sector it becomesdifficult to buy yarn at such high prices.

Table-II shows the value and percentage share of major
textiles in total export.s.A comparison of data of the last four
years shows that percentage share of cotton yarn in total
exports has increased modestly. However, in terms of volume
there has been significant increase. The percentage share of
cotton cloth, garments and made-up textiles has almost
stagnated. The increase in the share of synthetic textiles .and
knitwear was significant. The share in the case of synthetic
textiles increased from 2.5% in 1988.89 to 6.0% in 1991-92. In
the case of knitwear this increase was from 3.5%in 1988-89to
6.1% in 1991.92.

This shows that synthetic textiles and knitwear were
able to fetch better price in the world market. The percenatage
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share of export of cotton cloth experienced stagnation in terms
of value.

Tabl~-nT shows the quantity and per unit price of major
exports. Tne export of raw cotton experienced decline in terms
of quantity,) however, there was major increase in export of
cott,on yarn, although the unit price almost stagnated.

Table - II

Value and % share of Major Textiles in Total Exports

1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92
(mln.$) (%share) (mln.$) (%Share) (mln.$) (%Share) (mln.$) (';;Share)

Total
Exports 4'()61.0 4954.0 6131.0 6904.0

Cotton
yarn 600.8 12.8 833.7 16.8 1183.0 19.2 1172.0 16.9

Cotton
cloth 464.8 9.9 559.0 11.0 675.0 11.0 819.4 11.8

Garments 3~5.5 7.1 393.8 7.9 497.1 8.1 613.5 8.8

Made-up
textiles 347.1 7.4 398.8 8.0 484.5 7.8 534.2 7.7

Synthetic
textfle 1'16.7 2.5 212.0 4.2 347.6 5.6 418.4 6.0

Knit-wear 166.9 3.5 273.7 5.5 333.6 5.4 425.1 6.1

Tent .~,
canvass 41.1 0.87 28.8 0.58 79.6 1.2 51.2 0.74

Total
Textile
export 2072.9 44.4 2699.8 44.9 3600.4 58.7 4033.8 58.4

Source: The State of Pakistan's Foreign Trade 1987-88, 1989-90 and 1991-92
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Table. III

Quantity and per unit export price of major textiles

1985- 1986- % 1987.88 % 1988.89 % 1989.90 % 1990.91 %
86 87 change change change change change

Raw cotton
(mIn. bales) 4 4 0 3 -25 5 66 2 -60 2 0
($/bale) 136.6 118.5 206.7 185.9 221.5 248.5

Cotton yarn
(mIn. kg) 158 260 64 211 -18.8 292 38 377 29 506 34
($/kg) 1.8 2.0 2.6 2.1 2.2 2.4

Cotton cloth
(mIn. SQM> 727 639 -12 849 32 845 -0.47 1018 20 1057 3.8
($/SQM> 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6

Ready made
garments (excl.
leather garments)
(mIn. doz.) 10 15 50 15 0 16 6.0 19 18 21 10.5
($/doz.) 20.0 23.7 23.3 21.0 20.7 23.6

Source: The State of Pakistan's Foreign Trade 1989-90 and 1990-91

The volume of cloth exported did not increase significantly from
1985-86 to 1988.89 and the price per unit also remained
stagnant. The ready-made garments experiened mixed pattern
of increase and decrease in export from 1985-86 to 1990-91.
However, price per unit increased from $20/dozen in 1985-86 to
$23.6/dozen in 1990-91. The export of cotton cloth and ready-
made garments for period under study (1985-86 to 1990-91) is
less than the export of cotton yarn in terms of volume. Lesser
export of ready~made garments!knitwear, etc is attributed to
underutilization of quota and bias of importing countries
towards less value-add~d products. Reduction or removal in
quota restrictions will improve' volume and value of export,
break cartel of few brokers and increase foreign exchange
earnings. The reason for the high export of cotton yarn does not
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entirely rest in favourable demand, but is also attributable to
the influence and hegemony of domestic yarn producers on
export policies.

TableeIV shows production of cotton cloth for selected
years; In 1984-85 the production was 271 million square metre
(SQM). In 19,85-86 it declined to 253 million SQM. During 1987-
88 there was increase in production to the tune of 281 million
SQM.The overall change in production from 1987-88 to 1991-92
has been observed to be 2.12% which is very small. The
reverberating effects of decline in production were also
observed in. the small power loom sector manufacturing and
exporting grey cloth in large quantity. During the period,
number of small units were cl-osed. The units that were
operating experienced low profits.

Table. IV

Production of Cloth During the Selecte!d Years

Year

198Ji.85
1985!-86
1986~87
1987-88
1988:89
1989~90
199(.1-91
199[.92

Cloth
(000 sq.meters)

271,831
253,480
237,879
281,620
269,862
294,839
292,911
307,933

Overall increase!
decrease

% increase!
decrease

-6.75
-6.30
18.30
-4.17
9.25
-0.65
5.12

2.12

Source: Economic Survey of Pakistan 1993
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Pakistan's Exports Vis-a-Vis Exports of
Competing Countries

Seem; Waheed

China, Taiwan, India, Indonesia, Republic of Korea,
Malaysia and Pakistan are the main competitors in the textile
trade at the international level. Percentage share of textile
exports in. total exports in the case of Pakistan is significantly
higher compared to its rival exporters (Table V).

As mentioned earlier, growth in production and export
of textile has not been very encouraging, however, in terms of
value, exports increased by 16.7%, between 1990 to 1991 (Table-
V).

Table. V

Exports and Imports of Countries Competing in Textiles
(Million US $)

1990 1991 Percentage Textile export
Export Exports increase/ as %oftotal

decrease in export
export

I
I China &
i Taiwan 67,025 76,090 13.5 16
India 17,967 17,664 -1.7 25
:Indonesia 25,553 28,997 13.4 14i

IKoreaRep 64,837 71,672 10.5 21
iMalaysia 29,409 34,300 16.6 6
iPakistan 5,590 6,528 16.7 60

.Iource: World Development Report 1993 and 1992
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Aside from devalution of CUI!"ency,two other factors seem to
have contributed: one, Pakistan started exporting non-
trad,itionaLitems and second, the competition within the textile
industry increased over the years, specially in
garmentslknitwear. The government provided incentives to
exporters to bring export price of unit commodity at par with
international prices. An increase in export price is an incentive
for enhanced quota in the following year for fIrms. This implies
that. in o~der [-0 get enhanced quota, exporters try to bring
quality to international standard. The competition to improve
quality attd bring prices to international level also increased
export value to some extent.

The Pow,er.loom Sector:

As_pointed out in the beginning that there are 111,000
power looms in the country, employing 200,000 people. This
sector is r.ecognised as non-mill sector. The non-mill sector (or
small. po\V,erloom sector) produced 2700 'million SQM of cloth in
19~1-92 a!3against the production of mill sedor of 308 million
SQM'dm:.ing the same year. The non-mill power-loom sector is
an important industry of Pakistan, both from export and
domesticcstandpoint. The share of non-mill sector in the export
of cloth is 80-90% as against 10-20% of the mill sector. A
s~ID1ificantproportion of output is produced for local market as
well. This section attempts to show that while the production
declined/stagnated in the mill sector, the production of grey
cloth also experienced decline/stagnation.

It would be appropriate to define a small power loom
unit. It is defined as a unit having not more than 16 power
looms.
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The looms operating in the sector are. called
'conventional' power-looms. These are semi-automatic and
locally manufactured. The looms can produce coarse to fine
quality grey cloth, kitchen towels, napkins etc. This industry is
a household activity, spread over the Province of the Punjab. It
is widely scattered and poorly organized. The concentration of
the industry is in Faisalabad, Multan, Kasur, Jhang, Kamalia
and Gujranwala.

Survey of the Small-Power Loom Sector and its Findings:

Keeping in view the concentration of power-looms in the
selected cities a survey of small power-loom sector was carried
out by Pakistan Administrative Staff College (PASC). 455
owners of small units were interviewed. In 455 units, 2626
power looms were operating. An estimate of looms operating in
Punjab was 34,522. The sample thus was 7.6% of the total
population. However, power-looms operating in Punjab
constitute 3% of the looms operating in the whole of the
country. Therefore, looms selected from Punjab are fairly
representative of Population. (Information about the population
size of power-looms was taken from the Department of
Industries and Mineral Development, Government of the
Punjab and Small power-loom Association, Faisalabad. The list
provided by the Department helped in reaching the clusters of
units in each selected city. Random sampling technique was
used to pick out units for interviews out of the clusters.)

The manufacturing is mainly on principal's order. The
orders for manufacturing are received through various levels,
that is, from big export houses to middle-men and then to small
manufacturers. The middle man in this sector buys quota from
big export houses and distributes among power loom owners.
The sector is, therefore, affected by the quota distribution
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mali~et. In the previous analysis, production, export and
declining trend of export of cloth were mentioned. Since the
export of cotton cloth has declined it has affected the production
of small power-loomsector, which also contributes significantly
tow.i:1rdsex>ports.

Regarding output during the last five years, 33% of
manfacturers responded that their output has grown, 27%
percent (]24) reported that their output has declined. 38.9%
responded that the output stagnated during the last five years.

Table. VI

Position of Output During 1988-92

Reponse

Grown
Declined
Stagnant
No response

Total

Respondents

152
124
177
2

455

Percentage

33.4
27.2
38.9
0.43

100.0

Source: Survey data (1992)

Figures at the national level also confirm ihese findings.
As pointed out in the beginning of the paper that during 80's
the output was 297 million square meter and during 1991-92 it
was 307 million square meter. These figures are of large and
medium scale sector showing an increase of only 10 million
square meter during the last ten years. It reflects market
position and corresponds to the response given by small
manufacturers.
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Conclusions

Seemi Waheed

Several issues affecting export of textile have been
pointed out. These issues relate to the problems of cotton
production, greater export of yarn, world recession etc.
However, quantity restriction significantly restrains expansion
of textile sector. The analysis also shows the mechanics and
working of quota market, created as a result of quantity
restriction and its impact on production of cloth in the mill and
non-mill sector.

The trade at the global level is moving towards,
reduction in tariff and quantity restrictions (QR). However, the
exports of developing countries are still subjected to QR. Had
there been no QR, the industry would have produced to its
optimal capacity and overseas competition would have led
producers to become quality conscious.

Although GATT and MFA stand redundant in the light
of new changes occurring as a resul t of creation of WTO and
phasing-out of quantity restrictions, however, it will take
another ten years to get rid of quota. In the meanwhile there is
a need to regulate the quota market so that quota is fully
utilized and the slow down of manufacturing in textile sector is
mitigated to certain extent. There could be several ways of
regulating quota, for example, if those who hold quota' are
unable to utilize it fully for two years, their quota should stand
concelled, without exception. As an incentive performance
quota should be continued.

The non-mill sector, provides employment and
contributes towards export, however, does not receive export
incentives. It is suggested to provide incentives to this sector, to
improve its working. The government should also encourage
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production and export of value-added products and discourage
the export of cotton yarn.

Annexture - I

EXHIBIT- I

Arrangements Mfecting Trade in Textile and Clothing

Arrangment Period

Short Term 1961-62
Arrangement

Long Term 1962.74
Ar!'angement

Multi Fiber 1974-77
Arrangenient<MFAD

Products

Cotton products

Textile and clothing
products with 50
percent of cotton

(invalue)

Coverage extended to
all textiles and
clothing of wool,

cotton and synthetic
fibers

Regulations

Short term quantity
restriction on specific
suppliers in case of
'market disruption.

1. New restrictions
permitted where
'market disruption'.
2. Controls either
unilaterally or
bila terallynegotia toed.
3. Quota levels not below
imports n perceding
period.
4. Minimum annual
volume growth of 5%
within quotas.

1. As in LTA with more
specification of real
or threatened market
disruption.
2. New provisions for
base levels (not less than
6%).
3. Special provision for
small and new suppliers
and cotton textile
exports.
4. Textile Surveillance
board to monitor
bilateral agreement.
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MFA 2

MFA 3

MFa 4

1978-82

1982.86

1986.91

Same as MFA 1

Same as MFA 1

Coverage extended to
cover vegetable
fibers (flax and
ramie) and silk
blends. MFA now
excludes only hair
fibers and other

minor fibers (such as
coir, sisal and jute)
already trade in

substantial quantities.

Seemi Waheed

1. Same as MFA 1
2. Provision for 'jointly
agreed reasonable
departures' which
permitted derogation of
MFA requirements (base
levels, growth rates and
flexibility provision.

1. As MFA 1 ('reasonable
clause' deleted)
2. Introduction of 'anti
surge' procedure to
'sharp and sustained
growth within quotas.

1. As MFA 1 ('reasonable
departures' restored,
albeit modified).
2. Some tightening of
unilateral controls
(Article 3)
3. Special treatment for
'least developed' and wool
textile exporters.
4. Commitment to scrap
under utilized quotas.

Source: Finger and Olechowaki (ed.), The Uruguay Round A HandBook on
the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, A World Bank Publication
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THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF WOMEN
WORKING IN LEATHER GARMENT FACTORIES

IN LYARI

By

Anwar Salahuddin and Hussain Anzar*

1. Introduction

In almost all types of social systems women enjoy
specific status which helps them to determine their place in the
social set up where they live. In the past when the women were
considered to be subservient to men, they had certain specific
role to play and enjoyed some status which was confined within
the four walls of their abode. This status and role was to serve
and please their menfolk, look after their children and perform
the domestic chores. They were not supposed to work outside
home for wages nor were they expected to stand with menfolk
as of equal status. Their status, however, was secondary to
menfolk and they were not allowed to speak or consider
themselves to be equal and talk about their problems or even
the pains of their drudgery.

Our society is male dominant society and the male is
usually the head of the family and is supposed to be the
provider and protector of the family. His control over the

*The authors are on the staff of the Department of Social Work,
University of Karachi.
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mefnhers.of the family is strong and he dominates over all the
decisions in the' family. Actually he is considered as an
omnipotent symbol of the family.

In almost all religions and cultures man holds the
dominant position and the woman is considered to be weaker
.and depetidant person who lacks the ability to take
independent decisions, and remains in the secondary position in
th(' E,Kiety. Religion of the primitive societies also recognized
the supremacy and dominance of menfolk. In Hinduism man is
considered. so strong as to be worshipped and some factions of
Hinduism worship the man in the form of god of power and
valor. Symbolically the virility of man is also worshipped by
certain sects of Hinduism.

With the advent of Islam, however, the primitive
customs and cultures and prejudices started fading away and
sUH~t:stitiouspractices in the name of religion were given up by
the believers and followers of Islam. In the South Asian sub-
conttnent also this change brought a different outlook,
particularly, in the status and role of women.

Islam raised the status of women. Islam recognized the
importance of women as an integral part of social and familial
life. she is not only the essential partner of man but also an
important factor of human life. she is responsible for the
progeny and continuation of human race. Islam considers
woman an Ihonorable and respectable human being and almost
equalto man, and grants all human rights to her.

Islam, has allowed legal rights to women as to men. She
is free to ~clopt any profession or trade for her living. She could
go into business or industry if she desired so, and legally she
has this right and no man can challenge her for her getting into

i..•,"..:..,\;I;i,.,j)f"~"'.'~ '.~~"~
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any occupation or profession and she has legal rights to spend
her own income in any manner which suited her.

Studies indicate that women in Pakistan are coming
forward to get themselves into various types of income-
generating activities. Unlike the past when they worked only
under stress or pressure of adverse circumstances, today they
strive for careers and are engaged in occupations for the sake
of performing their role in the economic development and
raising their standards of living, and for better future of their
children.

A case study of status and Problems of women in Leather
Garments FaCtories of Lyari:

This study was done in Lyari, one of the oldest coastal
suburb of Karachi. The study was aimed at highlighting the
problems of the married women of Lyari who work in leather
factories.

Lyari is one of the oldest squatter settlement which is
ever slummy even from its very existence in the remote past. It
is situated nearer to the coastal line of Karachi and, being
nearer to the sea port, it is inhabited by a population which is
mostly engaged in fishing in one way or the other. People
engaged in other occupations also live there. After the partition
of the Indian Sub-Continent, it became inhabited by all types of
people from allover Pakistan, especially, the displaced persons

\

who came from across the borders or those wh9 were the ..
original inhabitants of Karachi and were displaced from their
ancestral land for the sake of civic development of Karachi
which was growing into a mammoth city from a small coastal
town.

Lyari also has grown tremendously and today it is
virtually a small town of its own with various trades and
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industry. Beside fishing, it has now industries like leather
industry, garment industry and other small-scale industries.
The leather industry is one of the major industries of Lyari.
Several tanneries are in Lyari and produce leather in its
finishe.a form for home consumption as well as l~xport.

The leather industry in Lyari, though old enough, is still
in infancy ,and is considered as a small-scale industry. It
employs women who work in these industries at various stages
of leather processing including the leather garment
manufacturing.

Findings of the study:
(i) The study indicates that out of a random sample of 57

marrlied women, majority of them (45.61%) were in the
prime of their age (31 - 35 years). This indicates that the
women who worked were mature and had taken up the
work consciously and willingly.

(ii) Except (8.77%) all of them were literate.

(iii) Theyihad nuclear families (64.91 %) and

(iv) 70.18% earned individual income between Rs. 1001-2000
per month, while their husbands in majority (57.89%)
earned the same income as their wives did. This

. indicates that both partners earned almost equal income
. andth us equally shared the burden of running their

family.

(v) The nature of the~ work in the factory was varied,
perl1~ps according to their skills and training. The table
below indicates the actual nature of their work.

,:,4



This table indicates that the majority (38.60%) of the
women worked on the sewing machine. Inspite of the
fact that they were not trained in stitching yet they did
it.

i (vi) The study further indicates that most of these women
(63.16%) had been working for 4-6 years, while atleast
(8.77%) had been working for 7-9 years. This again
indicates that the majority had been working for the last
4-6 years.

,(vii) Majority of these women worked due to economlC
problems, 21 (36.84%); while 20 (35.09%) worked to meet
the personal and children's needs. In fact desire of those
who work always had been to work for economic reasons
for themselves and their children's needs. The following
table indicates the major causes which motivate these
women to work.

.-~::.
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Reasons for Work

Reasons Freq. %

Financial~Problems 21 36.84
Family 16 28.07
Personalrreeds 00 00.00
Compulsion 00 00.00
Self and children's needs 20 35.09

Total 57 100.00
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(viii) . AS,.n~gard other problems faced by these women at work,
the survey has indicated that they feel lots of difficulties
"and disadvantages while working. They have to sacrifice
their time and energy yet they do not get the return
'worth it. They face transportation problem, (12.28%),
could not get leave even when they are sick or their

'., chi~<1renare sick (14.04%), but their most distressing
. pro.plem was the. deduction of wages on taking leave
. (7.3:68%). The following table indicates the picture.

Problems faced during job

Pt;pblemsl'Faced

Tr~p~por~ation
Lea:v:e
Se.G,prity
Dep.ll~.tiqW.ofwages on
. taking leave
Non-cooperation of colleagues

Total

'- ..
L:..:...-_ ..•••..:..~ •..•.i......:- ;.~-"ji' "et4e4..'';: I~~._.i..

Freq.

7
8
00
42

00

57

%

12.28
14.04
00.00
73.68

00.00

100.00
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This indicates the nature and extent of the problems
these women face while working in the leather factories.
It is evident from the nature of these problems that the
employers do not provide any fringe benefits to their
women employees, not even the facility of leave with
pay when they get sick. Beside these problems there are
other problems and handicaps as well like getting
maternity leave without pay, lack of facilities for
children's education or arrangement of day care facility
for children when the women are at work. They also
complain of long hours of work and inadequate facilities
of over time wages.

(x) The women feel that they are getting fewer return from
their work than the-labour they put in their work at the
cost of neglect of their children and the family. They
have no health facilities and remain sick most of the
time. Due to noise of machines mostly they suffer from
severe attacks of headache and nausia. Asthma is also
quite prevalent among them who work in leather
factories due to bad smell of leather and dingy
atmosphere in the factories.

(xi) The women, however, pointed out during the survey
that definite rules and regulations should be framed and
the employers must be compelled to follow the regular
labour laws as promulgated by the Govt. They should
also get the facilities allowed under the labour laws. The
following table indicates the suggestions given by them
in this regard.
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Facilities to be given

82,

Facilities

Leave should be allowed
with pay
Safety against accidents
Maternity leave with pay
Festival allowance

Total

Conclusion:

Freq.

7

17
27
06

57

%

12.28

29.82
47.37
10.53

100.00

In conclusion it may be pointed out that the women in
general and those who work in the leather factories in
particular are great sufferers though they contribute a lot
towards the economic development. The GQvernment should
recognize the contribution of such labour force comprised of
married or unmarried women and should include them in the
regular labour force of the country and the same labour laws
should be made applicable to them as it in lease of the male
labour force.
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